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Your broker always keeps you informed… If you are unsure, come and find us

If your life is irreplaceable, so is your Life
insurance

With or without deductible?
When we buy a new car, one of the things
we must consider is to take out “All Risk”
insurance. We, as Insurance Brokers, think
that yes, the value of the car at that time is
very high and if a serious accident occurs,
the amount of the damage can be very significant and affect your financial situation. In
this way, even in the event of a total loss,
the insurer can pay at “new value”; that is,
at the price of the vehicle when it left the
dealership.
“All Risk” is the best protection in these cases, but there are also formulas to help you
lower the premium if we hire Car Insurance
with Deductible.
Do you know how it works? Are you clear
about how you can save money by hiring
an Auto Insurance deductible?
The deductible is agreed between you and
the insurer and you can choose different
amounts (or percentages): €100, €150,
€300…

The actual figures on deaths caused by the
pandemic are more dramatic than the official
figures show. Apart from COVID, the healthcare system overload has caused deaths
from other diseases that, at times, are not
even detected. Moreover, intensive care
units have been congested for almost a year.
When you disappear, your family members
lose their main income. How should they
face day-to-day life? Life insurance will make
it possible for them to continue paying rent,
mortgage, electricity, gas, food... the monthly expenses that overwhelm us so much.
It will also protect you personally in case of
disability or illness.
In Spain, there is a death insurance coverage registry. Last year, 135,000 people (54%
more than in 2019) experienced a sense of
relief when the Registry informed them that
their deceased relative had life insurance,
and this compensation would solve their financial problems.

What happens to the insurance money
when the insured dies? Is that money
computed within the inheritance?
The compensation obtained by life insurance
is NOT part of the deceased›s inheritance.
The life insurance policyholder must designate in the policy the beneficiary or beneficiaries (who may be natural or legal persons)
who are guaranteed an amount of funds in
the event of the death of the insured and
that amount has never become part of
the deceased›s estate so it is not part of
the inheritance.

This deductible is therefore the fixed amount
that will be borne by you and the rest will be
paid by the insurer. Here›s an example: you
have an accident causing € 2,500 damage
repair and you have a € 150 deductible: the
insurer will pay € 2,350 and you will pay €
150.
In this way, you have insurance with all the
guarantees, without giving up any and the
premium is significantly reduced. And it is
very important to also take into consideration that not all guarantees are affected by
the deductible.
We are experts and as insurance brokers,
we can offer you many options among different companies to find the one that best
suits you; we are your best insurance comparator, and we are here to advise you and
defend your rights. Ask us.

So, on one hand, the inheritance will be processed (where the assets, rights and obligations of the deceased will be distributed) and
on the other hand, life insurance beneficiaries will have the right to receive the guaranteed amount.
Only in the event that there are no designated beneficiaries or rules to determine it in
the policy, it will be integrated into the inheritance.
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It looks like a toy, but it is not and causes
serious injuries at 25 km/h
Recommendation

Without my ID and without
paperwork... what should I do?

We already have crash tests with electric
scooters at 25 km/h. They cause serious
injuries to the driver and pedestrians who
are run over. The head and back are
injured the most. Last year, a hundred
young people between 16 and 35 years
old were victims of accidents with these
scooters.
Madrid and Barcelona have initiated PMV
(Personal Mobility Vehicles) regulations.
They require the companies that rent
them to hold Civil Liability insurance and
wear a helmet. Users must be over 15
years old in Madrid or 16 in Barcelona. It
is the municipal ordinances of each City
Council that determine the age of majority, and in general, the regulations for
using them.

Be very careful with these «gifts,» they
are not for playing around. Keep the
wheels well inflated and protect yourself
with an approved helmet. You cannot drive on sidewalks, or under the influence of
alcohol or drugs; don›t use your mobile
phone or wear headphones either. Local
police could penalise you.

It›s horrible... My house has burned down,
although fortunately we are all okay. The
appliances, furniture and the €500 I had in
cash are all ashes. I know that home Insurance will replace them. House deeds, university
titles, and family book also have disappeared.
What a nightmare, it›s time to replace all the
documentation, it›s a lot and not easy to obtain.
Relax! One of the most unknown and interesting guarantees that may exist in the Home
policy is the replacement of documents. It
applies in the event of fire, theft or water damage. In this case, you will have to re-process the lost documentation by going to official bodies or entities. How do we solve this
situation?
With the replacement of documents, the insurer will pay the costs of copies or duplicates
of public and personal documents accrediting their loss. It will also advise you on the
steps you must take to rescue your valuable
reports. And we guarantee that above all the
guidance and advice provided in order to obtain duplicates will prevent you from having a
headache.

If you want to travel about calmly, your
electric scooter needs insurance.
What covers you? Third party Civil Insurance in case of accident, accidental
damage caused by your use, and Legal
Defence Liability Insurance.
Who hires it? A person of legal age must
always appear as a policyholder.
Who does it protect? The insured person. Although there may be options that
could include more than one person.

Mobile, Smart TV, tablet, PC...
We are connected to the Internet
24 hours a day using different
devices. Thieves (malicious hackers) will spy on us if we are negligent and rob us. How can we
avoid them?

Only secure pages. With HTTPS
address because they have a security certificate (SSL).

Use STRONG passwords. Don›t
use 1234, 1111 or your name
or date of birth. Combine letters (uppercase and lowercase),
numbers, and signs.

And be aware. You are the first
and best security barrier. On the
Internet we are all potential victims. When in doubt, DO NOT
click!

Do not click on unknown links
that will take you to strange addresses.
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